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Worshiping in a COVID-impacted world has added complexity to our gatherings, but we found ways to adapt.
Zoom allowed us to gather in community during our most restricted times. Once we could finally gather in
person, the 8 am worship was held on the green near the labyrinth. Worshipers brought their own chairs so that
all who gathered had safe places to sit. While we all stayed in our cars at the 10 am for Drive-In Church, we
could exchange a friendly wave and smile. Many were surprised by the community feeling of our Drive-In
Church. Mother Brenda led us in prayer and preached while standing on top of a picnic table. She did observe
that none of that was covered in seminary.
Our adaptations continued in other ways:
Our 10 am ushers took on a new task: directing parking.
Service bulletins were emailed and online so that they were available without personal contact. Ushers held
up a board with a QR Code to make it easy to upload the bulletins on our phones.
Lectors proclaimed the Word at a microphone which had been set up in the parking lot, thanks to the
Hamels.
The microphone was positioned at a safe distance from our music ministers and Mother Brenda.
Virginia and Jack led us in song.
We were all masked when we went up to receive communion. We held out our hands and the host was
dropped into them from a special dispenser. We did not consume the host until we were back in our own
cars so that our face masks would remain in place.
Now that we are able to gather in church again, we continue to adapt the services for the safety of the
congregation. We do not drink from the common cup. The host is dipped in the cup by the communion
minister and placed directly onto the hand. Blessings are given as always. We will continue to adjust and adapt
as necessary.
Online worship continues to be offered for those who are unable to gather in person. The 10 am services are
being recorded and are available on our website.
If you have any thoughts or suggestions that you would like to share about our worship experience, please send
them to: patricemoran@cox.net. Suggestions about making our worship more accessible for all would be
especially appreciated.

